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Introduction

Connecting to your Galaxy instance
- Open an internet browser and type in the IP address given by the trainers in the

address bar.
- the following home page is displayed:

- Click on User -> login and enter the ID userX@bilille.fr and the password "bililleuser"
(with X a number between 1 and 6 given by the trainer)

- The home page is displayed again. Click on User and "logged in as userX@bilille.fr"
should appear. (with X a figure between 1 and 6 given by the trainer)

Data analysis De novo - rsem

Import the data into a new history
- Within Galaxy, click on Shared data -> Data library
- Click on De novo - rsem
- Select the 4 .txt files
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- Click on "To History" then "as Datasets"
- Give a name to the new history in the "or create new" field (eg De novo rsem ").

- Your new history now appears in the "Analyze Data" section.

The data correspond to RNA-Seq count data from rsem for 4 replicates under 2
conditions: 2 replicates per condition, C (Control) and T (Treatment).

Preprocessing phase with SARTools.

Goal: This step creates datasets adapted to SARTools.
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In the Tools panel, in the NGS: Differential Analysis section, click on the "preprocess files for
SARTools" tool.

- Create 2 groups: Control and Treatment and add the 2 corresponding replicates to
each of the 2 conditions

- Choose different replicate names for each replicate (for example repC_1, rep C_2 for
the Control group and repT_1, rep T_2 for the Treatment group)
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The tool returns 2 outputs

- a design file containing the conditions of the experiment in the .txt format.

- a .zip file containing all the count files.

Analysis with Sartools

Goal :  Perform differential analysis of loaded data.

In the panel tool, click on the "SARTools DESeq2" tool
- Fill in the design / target file and the Zip file containing the raw counts.
- In the field "Reference biological condition" enter the value "Control" corresponding to

the reference condition of the data.
- Leave the other fields unchanged.
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SARTools returns 5 datasets:
- A complete report in HTML to evaluate the quality of the data and the quality of

differential analysis
- The complete list of the analyzed genes, as well as the under-expressed and

over-expressed genes.
- The list of figures used in the HTML report
- A log check that all the stages of the analysis went well.
- An RData object that can be exported and used under R.

In the report, we can check that the SERE indicators are very close to 1, suggesting that the
replicates of this dataset are technical and non-biological replicates.
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A little later in the report, the histogram of raw p-values   suggests that the statistical model
used is not appropriate for this dataset.
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Analyze "Lobel" data with SARTools

Import data into new history
- Under Galaxy click Shared Data -> Data Library
- Click Lobel Data.
- Select the 2 files "lobel2016Count.zip" and "target.txt".
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- Click on "To History" then "as Datasets"
- Give a name to the new history in the "or create new" field (eg "Lobel history")

- Your new history now appears in the "Analyze Data" section.

The lobel.zip file contains counts from Lobel L, Herskovits AA (2016) Systems Level
Analyzes Reveal Multiple Regulatory Activities of CodY Controlling Metabolism, Motility and
Virulence in Listeria monocytogenes. PLoS Genet 12 (2): e1005870. doi: 10.1371 /
journal.pgen.1005870.

The target.txt file contains the description of the conditions of the experiment for its analysis
by SARTools: 11 replicates for 2 conditions (6 WT for 5 codY)

Analysis with SARTools
- Fill in the design / target file and the Zip file containing the raw counts.
- In the field "Factor of interest" enter the value "strain" corresponding to the 3rd

column of the file target and containing the 2 conditions to be compared.
- In the "Reference biological condition" field enter the value “WT”.
- Leave the other fields unchanged.
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In the generated report, we notice that the histogram of the raw p-values   has an expected
shape: a left peak corresponding to the differentially expressed genes and a uniform
distribution elsewhere.
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Let see the exploratory analysis:
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All SERE coefficients are much higher than 1 suggesting that there are only biological
replicates here. Note that the coefficient between the 3rd WT and the 4th WT (31,35) is
greater than the coefficient between the 3rd WT and the first CodY (13,57). This is explained
very well a little further thanks to the ACP
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The first axis that explains more than 75% of the variability separates the samples according
to their culture environment ("medium" column in the target file).
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The dendrogram shows that the BHI medium separates the WT from the CodY better than
the LBMM medium.

In order to take into account the effect of the culture medium, the analysis is restarted by
including this effect as a blocking factor.

To do this:
- Click on "show" at the end of the parameters
- Click on "YES" in the blocking factor field and indicate the value "medium".
- Relaunch the analysis
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This second analysis returns more genes differentially expressed than the previous one.

Data analysis "Stats Smash chr18" with SARTools

Import the data in a new history
- Click on Shared Data -> Data Library
- Click on Stats Smash chr18.
- Select the 6 .tsv files
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- Click on "To History" then "as Datasets"
- Give a name to the new history in the "or create new" field (eg Stats smash chr18 ").

- Your new history now appears in the "Data Analysis" section.

The data correspond to RNA-Seq count data for 6 replicates under 2 conditions (3
replicates per condition, day0 and day7).
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Preprocessing phase with SARTools.

Goal: This step creates datasets adapted to SARTools.

In the Tools panel, click the "preprocess files for SARTools" tool.

- Create 2 groups: day0 and day7 and add the 3 corresponding replicates to each of
the 2 conditions (click "Insert Raw counts" to add a replicate to the groups)

- Choose different replicate names for each replicate (for example rep0_1, rep 0_2 and
rep0_3 for the group day0 and rep7_1, rep 7_2 and rep7_3 for the group day7)
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The tool returns 2 outputs

- a design file containing the conditions of the experiment in format txt

- a zip file containing all the count files.

Analysis with Sartools

Goal: Carry out the differential analysis.

In the panel tool, click on the "SARTools DESeq2" tool

- Fill in the design / target file and the Zip file containing the raw counts.
- In the field "Reference biological condition" enter the value "Day0" corresponding to

the reference condition of the data.
- Leave the other fields unchanged.
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The histogram of raw p-values   has peaks in unexpected places. We restart the analysis with
edgeR, keeping the same parameters as for DESeq2:

In the Tools panel, in the NGS: Differential Analysis part, click on the "SARTools edgeR" tool

- Fill in the design / target file and the Zip file containing the gross counts.
- In the field "Reference biological condition" enter the value "Day0" corresponding to

the reference condition of the data.
- Leave the other fields unchanged.
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It now becomes clear that EdgeR is more suited to this dataset than DESeq2.
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GSEA Analysis

Data Preparation

In order to perform the GSEA analysis of these data, we need to retrieve the identifiers of the
differentially expressed genes. For this example we will focus on the overexpressed genes.

Reports generated by SARTools produce files that are not directly usable in Galaxy. So we
will have to recover the file of interest and re-import it into Galaxy.

- Click on the "eye" icon of the "SARtools EdgeR tables" dataset, the following page
appears.
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With a right click of the mouse, we get the day7vsday0.up.txt file by clicking on "save link
as".

Then upload this file on the current Galaxy history :
- Click  Get Data -> Upload in the panel tools
- Choose  type "tabular" to make sure of its good display under Galaxy.

Once the file has been uploaded, the first column containing the identifiers of the
differentially expressed genes is retrieved:

- Click on Text Manipulation -> Cut in the panel tools
- In the Cut columns field, enter "c1" to keep only the first column.
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The list of ENSEMBL identifiers of the overexpressed genes is then obtained.

To carry out the GSEA analysis, go to the following link:
http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/annotate.jsp

This analysis will make it possible to leave gene clusters whose genes are overrepresented
among the list overexpressed genes.

Once identified on the site:
- Copy / paste the list of identifiers of our genes in the field on the left
- Select the gene sets of interest (in this example we select all the groups).
- Choose to display only the top 10 gene groups.
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Clicking on "compute overlaps" gives the following results:

- The list of gene sets that are overrepresented in the list of differentially expressed
genes
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- The overlay matrix between over-expressed genes and gene clusters.
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Analysis of data from the recount project

Retrieving data via the recount tool

Goal: To retrieve count data via the recount2 tool
(https://jhubiostatistics.shinyapps.io/recount/).

In this example we will treat the dataset SRP058237: This dataset contains 17 samples
related to lung cancer.

- 2 conditions: Tumor (tumor cells) and adjacent (healthy cells taken next to the tumor)
- 3 types of cells (IMMCs, Neutrophil, Epithelial)

In the Tools panel, in the NGS: Differential Analysis part, click on the Recount tool .

- Fill in the "Recount ID" field using ID SRP058237.

The Recount tool returns 1 count file per sample, here 17 files, and 1 file summarizing the
conditions of the samples.

Header of a count file generated by Recount.

Exercise: Run the differential analysis between tum-IMMC and
adj-IMMC conditions.
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GSEA analysis on the msigdb site

Preparation of the data:
In order to carry out the GSEA analysis, it is necessary to carry out some pre-treatments.

For this analysis we will retrieve the set of differentially expressed genes. First, it is
necessary to retrieve the list of the differentially expressed genes generated by SARTools.
We will proceed in the same way as in the previous chapter :

- Save the 2 files locally
- Reimport them under Galaxy using the upload tool.

Once reimported in Galaxy, it is necessary to concatenate and to modify the ENSEMBL
identifiers because the broad institute website does not accept the suffixes of these
identifiers.

First we will delete the first header line of the file.
In the "Text Manipulation" section click on the "Remove beginning of a file" tool

- Enter "1" in the "Remove first" field

- Click on the icon to select the 2 files to be processed

To concatenate the files, in the section "Text Manipulation" click on the tool "Concatenate
datasets tail-to-head"

- Choose the 2 files corresponding to the 2 resulting files of the previous step
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Then retrieve the first column of the resulting file with the tool "Cut" of the "Text Manipulation"
section:

We get the list of differentially expressed genes, but the identifiers still contain the suffixes.
To delete them, use the "convert" tool in the "Text Manipulation" section and replace the
points with tabs:
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Finally, use the “cut” tool again to get the first column of the last resulting file and you should
get the list of ENSEMBL identifiers of differentially expressed genes.

Exercise: Run the GSEA analysis
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